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Preface
We hope that you enjoy the 2017-2018 issue of IUP’s Composition
& Applied Linguistics peer-reviewed journal, Inspiring
Pedagogical Connections. This year has brought new changes and
directions in our department, and our journal’s direction is one of
them.
This issue is the third in our Working Papers in Composition &
TESOL series, but the first under the new name. Our name change reflects our
multidisciplinary and somewhat experimental direction of including creative work. Like
previous issues, this one includes two research articles and a theory in practice article.
However, we have begun to embrace creative work as well, including poetry. Being that
this poetry is directly related to the writer’s teaching experiences, it reflects our new
journal title, as well.
Highlighting this exciting turn, we open this issue with “Poetic Journey as a Second
Language Learner and Teacher” by Inggrit O. Tanasale. Her two poems explore issues
related to her identity as a multilingual teacher-scholar. The first poem, “Unfinished
Journey,” describes her agential use of the English language to counter linguistic and
cultural stereotypes in an English speaking community. The second poem, “A Silence,”
explores the use of silence as a negotiation strategy between teachers and students in a
foreign language classroom. Following the creative works are two research articles that
reflect our Working Papers tradition. Marie Webb presents a study of teachers in
“Exploring the Links Between Writing Teacher’s Affinity of Poetry and Religious Texts.”
Drawing from the survey data consisting of 32 participants, she reports on the
correlation between English teachers’ religious practices and their affinity towards
poetic and religious texts. Her findings suggest that while low religion teachers exhibit a
significantly higher level of affinity towards religious texts, there is no significant
difference between the two groups in regard to their perception of poetic texts. Based on
these findings, the study provides pedagogical implications for English teachers’
curriculum development and poetry teaching. James Clifford Swider’s “Digital Identity
Construction of Multilinguals on Dave’s ESL Cafe” complements Tanasale’s exploration
of identity and Webb’s analysis of pedagogical implications of poetry and teacher
religion. Utilizing the method of thematic analysis, his study explores the identity
construction of multilingual speakers of English on an online forum. The research
indicates the stereotyping of multilinguals by members of the forum and invites teachers
and students to use forums as a topic that generates discussions. It has been suggested
that future studies look into multilingual identity construction in other forums and for
longer periods of time. Finally, Jonathan O’Brien offers a composition/applied
linguistics in practice article, “The Post-Persuasive Turn: Offering Alternate Purposes

for Argumentation within the Composition Classroom,” discussing pedagogical
applications of non-persuasive practices. The article elaborates on alternative
approaches to argumentation that signal a shift of focus from persuasive purposes to
dialogic writer-audience relations, writers’ self awareness, new media and texts, as well
as cultural and community approaches. Finally, drawing insight from these alternative
approaches, O’Brien provides “pre-persuasive” pedagogical suggestions that seek to
advance traditional means of argumentation instruction.
Thank you to the editorial board and peer reviewers, who devoted considerable time to
this publication.
Please continue to look for pedagogical connections in next year’s issue!

Lara Hauer and Jialei Jiang
Co-Editors-in-Chief, Inspiring Pedagogical Connections
Ph.D. Candidates, English (Composition & Applied Linguistics)
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
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Creative Work

Poetic Journey as a Second Language Learner
and Teacher
Inggrit O. Tanasale
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Unfinished Journey
English has powerful force
To take control of all the aspects of your life
How you think
How you speak
How you move
How you teach
How you interact
How you live
You feel you become somebody
When you have this power
You feel you are a part of the world
When you have this expertise
Just because you speak and write
Like those elite societies
You are nobody
When people misjudge you
Only because of your accent
Your skin, your face, your identity
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Your unstandardized rhyme
Your grammatical mistakes
My tongue cannot deceive
When I want to speak that melody
My skin cannot be whitened
When I want to be a part of them
My writing cannot be perfect
When I want to get only a praise
It is me who needs to perceive myself well
With English that I present
Not them who sometimes look down on me
It is me who needs to tolerate my learning well
With English that I acquire
Not them who sometime cannot apprehend my struggle
It is me who needs to travel with the ‘whole’ me
With English that I carry
Not them who sometimes see only bits and pieces of me
I am the pilgrim of this journey
It has not yet done nor come to the end
To discover who I am through English

A Silence
Silence
An an unspoken fear or defensive act
For a student and a teacher in a classroom
For the question, unanswered
For the clue, clueless
For the problem, unsolved
For the word, untranslated
For the action, terminated
It is a tactic for some
Before breaking it into a voice
With a foreign tongue
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To contemplate any possible answer
To ponder a reasonable sign
To solve the mystery
To translate the meaning
To resist any racism for so-called minority
Silence can exist with an open mind
but critical decision
in a very short time
to perform the response
with no reaction
with no voice
but talking mind

Inggrit Tanasale is a PhD candidate in the Composition and Applied Linguistics program
at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. Her research interests include language teacher
identity, NNEST (nonnative English speaking teacher) issues and teacher
education and development. Back in her home country Indonesia, she is an associate professor
in Faculty of Teachers Training and Educational Science at Pattimura University. She loves
reading, playing with kids, listening to instrumental music, and observing nature.
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Research

Exploring the Links between Writing
Teachers’ Affinity of Poetry and Religious
Texts
Marie Webb
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Abstract This study aims to explore the relationships between English
teachers’ religious practices and their perceptions of poetry and religious
texts. The underlying assumption is that higher degrees of religious practices
will influence teachers’ affinity towards certain kinds of texts. This study
looks at affinity ratings of liking, enjoyment, and desire to read more similar
texts and their relationships to a teacher’s self-reported religious practices.
Teachers were randomly provided four anonymous poetic texts and four
anonymous religious texts and asked to report their feelings about them after
reading each text. Adult teachers of composition or L2 writing courses from a
wide variety of disciplines completed an online survey (N=32). Statistical
analysis revealed that there was no correlation among affinity ratings
between poetry and religious texts. Independent samples t-tests showed a
significant difference between low religious and high religious English
teachers regarding their affinity ratings of religious texts while there was no
significant difference between high religious and low religious groups on
affinity ratings of poetry. This study provides a framework for future
investigations of underlying psychological and social phenomena that may
play a role in English teachers’ decision-making processes about curriculum
materials or teaching poetry writing.
Keywords: poetry, religious texts, L2 writing teachers, English teachers
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Introduction
There has been exciting development regarding English teachers’ desires,
perceptions, and assessment of teaching poetry writing in composition and L2 writing
classrooms within the last decade. Much current research has found that teachers have
doubts about using poetry in writing classrooms (Hanauer, 2012; Masbuhin & Liao,
2017). Hauer and Hanauer (2017) found that writing instructors approach evaluation of
students’ poetry via aesthetic appreciation, and teachers’ perceptions of what it means to
read and evaluate a poem. In past studies, aesthetic appreciation of poetry has been
measured by liking and beauty ratings that are often found to be correlated (Brattico et
al., 2011; Kraxenberger & Menninghaus, 2017; Lüdtke, Meyer-Sickendieck, & Jacobs,
2014). However, there has been some concern about the validity of liking and beauty
ratings. Kraxenberger and Menninghaus (2017) asked 84 female and 44 male
participants to rate 24 joyful poems and 24 sad poems in German, and found that
participants who had more prior knowledge with different types of poems might have
appreciated those poems they were familiar with more. This study takes into account
Kraxenberger and Menninghaus’s (2017) findings on familiarity with certain texts by
incorporating survey questions to learn about how often participants engage with
religious texts.
Looking more closely at the backgrounds of teachers, Masbuhin and Liao (2017)
found that English teachers’ country of education significantly influenced their desire to
teach poetry writing among U.S. and Indonesian teachers. Many academic writing
teachers today, including myself, may not initially see the value of incorporating creative
writing, which includes poetry writing into their classrooms. In the special issue of The
Journal of Literature in Language Teaching, Hanauer, Beasley, Liao, and Nicholes
(2017) explained how research on creative writing in language classrooms is needed.
Although there has been recent research regarding teachers’ and students’
perceptions of poetry writing in composition classrooms, the construct of religion has
not been investigated. This study seeks to add to the body of research within studies of
creative writing in the language classroom by looking at psychological and sociological
aspects among English composition and L2 writing teachers about certain kinds of texts.
The overarching research question for this study seeks to understand the relationships
between teachers’ affinity of poetry and religious texts and their perceived religious
behaviors. Guiding sub-questions about psychological and sociological aspects are:
1. Is there a correlation between affinity of poetry and religious texts?
2. What is the impact of teachers’ perceived religious behaviors, and their
affinity towards poetry and religious texts?

Literature Review
The relationships between religious texts and poetry affinity are variables that are
not commonly researched in identity research among English teachers. However, there
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is recent literature on affinity of religion and other variables. Baker, Bader, and
Mencken (2016) conducted a study investigating the relationships between affinity of
the Christian religion and beliefs regarding paranormalism and found that there was a
strong, positive relationship. There is also theoretical research about the survival and
decline of poetry as influenced by different cultural beliefs. In a literary investigation,
Christensen (2011) contrasted Charles Darwin, who had an indifference to poetry that
was influenced by a belief in science that did not include “poetry-favoring memes” such
as religious beliefs and mystical reflections with Alfred Wallace, who saw the limitations
of science and argued that they could harm intellectual achievement (p. 397).
Christensen’s (2011) literary investigation of two major figures in human evolution is
exactly the connection between cultural beliefs, poetry use, and affinity that this study
seeks to explore quantitatively among teachers.
Research on teaching interpretation of religious poetry in seminary courses sheds
further light on the formulation of questions in this study. Jacobson (2004), a religion
and theology professor, explained that students struggle with interpreting “a vast corpus
of religious poetry that is found in every religions tradition,” especially lyric poetry (p.
38). Does Jacobson (2004) have positive aesthetic judgments about poetry in general,
and are those judgments tied to his liking of religious texts and perceived religious
practice? Is he more likely to have a desire to utilize poetry or teach poetry writing in his
classes than teachers in other disciplines who do not have a general liking for religious
texts? These questions will not be answered by this study although they provide a
framework for understanding the questions in this study; the questions I have raised
also provide many avenues for future research about the psychological underpinnings
that may be present behind teachers’ decisions to include poetry or religious texts in
their classroom materials.
A major argument from Jacobson (2004) is that students learn to think out of the
box and become more reflective persons by interpreting religious poetry. Jacobson’s
(2004) essay stated that only one-fourth of his students have ever studied poetry writing
at the college level, and that students are puzzled by poetry simply because many of
them have not encountered it before. His statement is particularly interesting because it
leads to the question of whether or not students in his courses have a general liking of
poetry or religious poetry after they learn more strategies for interpreting it. I assume
Jacobson’s students are religious because of being enrolled in a seminary, and that they
have a general liking of religious texts. This study is the first step in learning about
English teachers’ perceptions of texts and their own religious practices, but follow-up
studies should further investigate the relationship between teachers’ and students’
perceptions of poetry and religious texts in the classroom and in general.
Further connections between identity variables and their relationship to theory
and research in the workplace are scarce. In a study among 1,000 clinical psychologists,
Shafranski and Malone (1990) found that religious and spiritual orientation had an
effect on psychologist attitudes and therapeutic interventions that could potentially
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impact their psychotherapy treatments. Similar studies in the field of English education
among teachers’ perceptions of religious practices and classroom materials have never
been conducted to my knowledge. There are clearly many avenues for future research
about the psychological underpinnings that may be present behind teacher’s curricular
decisions in writing classrooms.

Methods
Instrument and Materials
The survey instrument used in this study consisted of three major sections. The
first section had a series of eight randomly selected and assigned texts. A random
number generator was used to select four poems from fourth edition of The Norton
Anthology of Poetry and four religious texts from the Old Testament of the King James
Version of the Bible. The Old Testament was used as many of the scriptures are used in
Islamic and Jewish traditions. The names and authors of the texts as well as the genre
were not disclosed.
After reading a randomly assigned text, participants were asked three questions
related to their affinity of the text that they read. The three constructs of affinity are:
liking, enjoyment, and desire, and they were designed using a 5-point Likert scale (see
Appendix A). A rating of one was given to strongly agree and five for strongly disagree.
For example, in Question 3, participants were given the following statement: I would
like to read more texts like this. Question 3 corresponds to the construct of desire,
meaning a desire to want to read more similar texts to the one a participant just read.
Thus, a lower rating indicates a stronger desire to want to read a similar kind of text
again in the future and a higher rating indicates that a participant would not want to
read more texts similar to the one they just read. Two open-ended questions were
randomly assigned four times to different texts to further inform the participants’
feelings about the text that they read (see Appendix A). For example, Question 1 asked:
What did you like about reading the above text?
Additionally, the instrument utilized Hanauer’s (1995) rating scales on literary
and poetic text categorization with the addition of a religious text scale. Thus, the data
collected in this study about participants’ feelings towards certain texts as being a
certain genre is their own. Genres were not disclosed along with the texts in order to
capture the participants’ true attitudes after reading. Whether or not the participants
had an accurate guess about the genre of the text is not the major investigation of this
study because many religious texts may also be poetic in nature. An analysis of genre
scales may be used in a follow-up mixed-methods study investigating participants’
reactions to texts they thought were poetic or religious.
The second section of the survey had five questions regarding participant’s
religious behaviors (see Appendix B). The questions were taken from empirically
validated questions about the everyday religious activities or rituals on the Brief
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Multidimensional Measure of Religiousness/Spirituality (BMMRS) scale (Johnstone,
Yoon, Franklin, Schopp, & Hinkebein, 2008). For example, in question three,
participants were asked: How often do you go to religious services? The questions from
this scale were used because the findings suggested that they utilized a superior
framework from which to evaluate religiosity. Religious behaviors are defined in this
study as the religious practices a person engages in within public or private settings such
as prayers, rituals, or services.
The third section of the survey consisted of demographic questions (see Appendix
C).

Data Collection and Participants
Validation of the instrument took place during an in-class workshop in which
four doctoral students, two senior doctoral students, and one professor offered
feedback. Several questions in the instrument were revised for clarity and the final
survey was disseminated via Qualtrics online survey software after IRB approval (Log
No. 17-263). An e-mail invitation was sent to current composition or writing instructors
via a university listserv, relevant professional organization forums, and Facebook
groups. Thirty-two (N=32) teacher responses were analyzed.
Data Analysis
A descriptive analysis of all of the variables was conducted to check for normality.
All variables were checked visually via histograms, numerically for skewness, and tests
of normality were conducted; all three analyses met the assumptions for parametric
statistics. A Pearson correlation of the BMMRS questions was computed and only
Questions 3, 4, and 5 were kept for data analysis as they had strong positive and positive
correlations. I then analyzed descriptive statistics for the three BMMRS questions of
religiosity. The median of the groups was 4.5, and two groups of teachers were created,
the low religious group (N=16, M= 0-4.49) and high religious group (N=16, M= 4.5-16).
Next, six independent samples t-tests were conducted to find out the influence of
religious practices on English teachers’ affinity of poetry and religious texts. Three
Pearson correlations were also conducted between affinity scales for two groups of
ratings among poetry and religious texts. See Figure 1 below for a schematic outline of
the data analysis.
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Figure 1. Schematic Outline of Data Analysis

Results
The findings for the first research question on whether or not there is a
correlation between affinity of poetry and religious texts indicate that there are no
significant correlations among affinity variables. The findings presented in Table 1
indicate that for liking ratings between poetic and religious texts there was no consistent
association, r = .158, p =. 389. For enjoyment ratings between poetic and religious texts,
there was also no consistent association, r = .144, p = 4.30. For desire ratings between
poetic and religious texts, there was no consistent association, r= -.058, p =.751.
Table 1.
Pearson Correlations between Aesthetic Appreciation of Poetry and Religious Texts
(N=32)
Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

Like

.158

.389

Enjoyment

.144

.430

Desire

-.058

.751
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The findings for the second research question on the impact of teachers’
perceived religious behaviors, and their affinity towards poetry and religious texts are
shown in Table 2 and indicate that there are no significant differences in affinity ratings
between groups for poetry. There is no significant difference in ratings for liking poetry
ratings for low religious groups (M=2.59, STD= .912) and high religious groups
(M=2.56, STD= .839); t (30)= .101, p=.920. There is no significant difference in
enjoyment ratings of poetry for low religious groups (M=8.62, STD= 3.10) and high
religious groups (M=8.82, STD=2.86); t (30)= -.193, p=.849. There is no significant
difference in ratings for the desire to see the same type of text again of low religious
groups (M=8.56, STD= 2.78) and high religious groups (M= 9.17, STD= 3.29); t (30)= .565, p=.567.
Table 2.
Comparison of High Religion and Low Religion Teachers on Affinity Scales of
Liking, Enjoyment, and Desire to see the Same type of Text Again for Poems
(N = 16 high religion and 16 low religion)
Variable

M

SD

Like poetry
Low Rel

2.59

.912

High Rel

2.56

.839

Enjoy poetry
Low Rel.

8.62

3.10

High Rel

8.82

2.86

Same poetry
Low Rel

8.56

2.78

High Rel

9.17

3.29

t

df

p

.101

30

.920

-.193

30

.849

-.565

30

.567

However, there are significant differences in affinity ratings between groups for
religious texts as shown in Table 3. There is a significant difference in ratings for liking
religious text ratings for low religious groups (M=11.54, STD=2.86); and high religious
groups (M=8.37, STD=2.59); t (30)= 3.28, p=.003. There is a significant difference in
the ratings for enjoyment of religious text ratings for low religious groups (M=11.7,
STD=2.92) and high religious groups (M=9.26, STD=2.33); t (30)= 2.60, p=.014. There
is a significant difference in the ratings for the desire to see the same type of text again
for religious text ratings for low religious groups (M=12.17, STD= 2.75) and high
religious groups (M= 8.79, STD= 2.60); t (30)= 3.56, p=.001.
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Table 3.
Comparison of High Religion and Low Religion Teachers on Affinity Scales of
Liking, Enjoyment, and Desire to see the Same type of Text Again for Religious
Texts
(n = 16 high religion and 16 low religion)
Variable

M

SD

Like religious
text
Low Rel

11.54

2.86

High Rel

8.37

2.59

Enjoy religious
text
Low Rel

11.7

2.92

High Rel

9.26

2.33

Same religious
text
Low Rel

12.17

2.75

High Rel

8.79

2.60

t

df

p

3.28

30

.003**

2.60

30

.014**

3.56

30

.001**

Note. * p<.05, ** p<.01

Discussion and Conclusions
The findings reveal that English teachers who perceive themselves as having a
stronger religious background did not differ from low religion teachers with regards to
their affinity of poetry. Additionally, there was no correlation between affinity of
religious texts and poetry among teachers. The results contradict my assumption that
English teachers who claim to be more religious and have a liking of religious texts
would also have a strong relationship with enjoyment of poetry. However, my
hypothesis that teachers with stronger religious backgrounds would have lower affinity
ratings (a lower rating indicates a stronger enjoyment) than low religion teachers was
correct. I made a mistake in the original interpretations of the results that could have
led to the interpretation that that low religious teachers might have been more
fascinated with the religious texts because they were new; however, the interpretation
was false as they had significantly less affinity.
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One limitation of this study is that the accuracy of English teachers’ opinions
regarding their genre ratings of each text is not clearly understood. A further analysis of
genre scales will need to be conducted to learn more about teachers’ understandings of
texts genres with a comparison of those ratings to have more detailed and nuanced
understandings of genres via follow-up interviews. Another limitation is that open
ended question two should have read: “What feelings do you have after reading the
above text?” instead of “above poem.” The miswording of this survey question might
have led a participant to believe a text was a poem, and may have affected the validity of
rankings. However, the question was asked twice for religious texts, and many
participants reported the genre was religious. For example, one participant stated, “Not
a religious person, so no feelings.” Therefore, the miswording may have had little affect.
The findings of this study contribute to the research on affinity of certain kinds of
texts. Albeit a different genre, the findings corroborate with previous research on
affinity of poetic texts as Kraxenberger and Menninghaus (2017) found that more
familiarity with certain kinds of poems might be why they were appreciated. High
religious teachers in this study presumably had more interaction with religious texts,
and thus they appreciated them more. Although, one shortcoming is that participants
were not asked any other background questions on their familiarity with poems.
Therefore, I was not able to see if there were any similar findings to Kraxenberger’s and
Menninghaus’s (2017) study that explored the high presence of sad poems in Western
cultures. The design of this study focused more heavily on the construct of religion than
poetry. Contrasting from religious texts, religious backgrounds may not affect how a
teacher feels about poetry. Thus, religion may not be a relevant construct of interest for
researchers on teaching poetry writing.
The real world implications of this study are limited, but there are multiple
avenues for future studies. Typically, many teachers avoid religious texts while they are
historically genres that take up a vast amount of literature around the world. Jacobson
(2004) noted, many religious texts are poetic in nature. For students that enjoy religious
texts but have little interest in poetic texts, or vice versa, connections made between the
two genres may be an important area of investigation. Secondly, teachers may find
educational benefits from incorporating a variety of texts into their classrooms,
including religious ones. Perhaps students who remain to dislike certain texts after
engaging with them may report much more learning. Finally, the results of this study
may implicate that more religious persons are more open to reading different kinds of
texts. Although data may not necessarily support this idea, the findings obtained here
can implicate that religious identities may limit what types of texts are used in English
classroom situations. Future studies should involve both teachers and students to learn
more about how the construct of religion and relationships between poetry and religious
texts may impact the materials a teacher brings into a classroom, teacher pedagogy, and
student learning.
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Appendix A
Affinity Scales of Poetry and Religious Texts
Read the entire text below. After you have finished reading the entire text, answer a few
questions about it based upon your own opinions.
Sit back and relax. Take your time. Do not read for a detailed analysis/understanding.
Read for fun/feeling.
1. I liked reading the text.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
2. I felt enjoyment after reading the text.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
3. I would like to read more texts like this.
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Open Ended Questions
1. What did you like about reading the above text?
2. What feelings do you have after reading the above poem?
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Appendix B
BMMRS Scale Questions about Participant’s Religious Behaviors
1. Within your religious or spiritual practices how often do you meditate?
Never
Less than once a month
Once a month
A few times a month
Once a week
A few times a week
Once a day
More than once a day
2. Besides religious services, how often do you take part in other activities at a place
of worship?
Never
Less than once a month
Once a month
A few times a month
Once a week
A few times a week
Once a day
More than once a day
3. How often do you go to religious services?
Never
Once or twice a year
Every month or so
Once or twice a month
Every week or more often
More than once a week
4. How often do you read the Bible, Qur'an, Torah, or other religious literature?
Never
Less than once a month
Once a month
A few times a month
Once a week
A few times a week
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Once a day
More than once a day
5. How often are prayers or grace said before or after meals in your home?
Never
Only on special occasions
At least once a week
Once a day
At all meals

Appendix C
Demographic Questions
1. What is your gender?
Male
Female
Other
I wish to self describe:
2. What is your age?
18-29
30-39
40-49
Above 50
3. In what academic field(s) do you teach courses in? Please select all that apply
Applied Linguistics
Education and/or Curriculum
Creative Writing
Composition/Rhetoric
Literature
TESOL/English Language Courses
Others (Please specify):
4. In what country are you currently teaching now?
5. Do you currently teach writing courses online?
Yes/No
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Research

Digital Identity Construction of
Multilinguals on Dave’s ESL Café
James Clifford Swider
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Abstract While identity construction in interaction has been widely
discussed in the field of applied linguistics, there has been a scarcity in
research on how multilingual identities are constructed by other
individuals in digital environments. Using inductive thematic analysis,
this study examined how the identities of multilinguals were linguistically
constructed on an online forum for teachers over a three year period, both
by themselves and other users. The results were arranged into three
conflicts of identity, each with proponents and dissidents: the essentialism
of multilinguals, the validity of multilingual teachers, and hierarchies of
language. A minor theme involving the teaching of multilinguals was also
developed. The data suggests that multilingual speakers of English are
stereotyped according to their ethnic background by the users of the
forum, especially when multilingual speakers of English are not present
to construct their own identity. Furthermore, English appears to be
valued more than other languages, such as Arabic. Future research can
examine longer periods of time within one forum or compare multiple
forums to examine how the identities of multilinguals are constructed in
other contexts.
Keywords: identity, multilingual, online forum, thematic analysis
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Introduction
The idea of identity has attracted interest in a wide variety of academic
disciplines. Within the field of second language acquisition, Norton and McKinney
(2011) have called for ―a comprehensive theory of identity that integrates the individual
language learner and the larger social world‖ (p. 73). While identity construction in
interaction has been widely discussed in the field of applied linguistics (Bailey, 2001;
Matsuda, 2001; Norton & McKinney, 2011; Pavlenko & Lantolf, 2000), there has been a
scarcity in research on how multilingual identities are constructed by other individuals
in digital environments.
The purpose of this study is to examine how the identities of multilingual
speakers of English are constructed on an online teachers‘ forum. I begin by reviewing
the literature about the study of identity. Then, I introduce the methodology used in this
study. Subsequently, the results of this study are reported. Finally, I offer suggestions
for future research and application regarding the online construction of multilingual
speakers of English. In this study, identity refers to social identity, which ―are
constituted by socially counting as ‗the same‘ as others or counting as ‗different‘ from
others‖ (Bailey, 2001, p. 191).

Review of Literature
Identity Co-constructed in Linguistic Interaction
The notion that identity is constructed in interactions is well established in
applied linguistics (Bailey, 2001; Jacoby & Ochs, 1995; Mendoza-Denton, 2008). This
notion typically aligns with a poststructuralist understanding of identity which ―depicts
the individual as diverse, contradictory, and dynamic; multiple rather than unitary,
decentered rather than centered‖ (Pierce, 1995, p. 15). This understanding is in contrast
to the traditional sociolinguistic practice of essentialism which uses ―categories to divide
up subjects and sort their linguistic behavior‖ (Mendoza-Denton, 2008, p. 477).
Key to understanding how identity is co-constructed in interactions is the theory
of stance, which Du Bois (2007) defined as ―a public act by a social actor, achieved
dialogically through overt communicative means, of simultaneously evaluating objects,
positioning subjects (self and others), and aligning with other subjects, with respect to
any salient dimension of the sociocultural field‖ (p. 163). That is, when talking to
another person or describing a person or social group, the speaker also conveys who
they are in relation to that group.
However, as Blommaert, Collins, and Slembrouck (2005) asserted, ―every human
interaction develops situationally, at a microscopic scale of social structure. Yet, it is
always embedded in larger patterns – linguistic, social, cultural, historical – and draws
meaning from these larger patterns‖ (p. 203). To borrow a biological metaphor, if the
macro processes are the organism, the micro processes are the communications
between the organism‘s cells; if the cells do not communicate, the organism ceases to
function and exist. Indexing (Ochs, 1992) connects these micro and macro processes.
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What ties together the micro and macro is the property of language known as indexing.
Ochs (1992) explained that when indexing occurs, ―social conditions may be
communicated through the referential content of a word, phrase, or clause or through
some linguistic feature that has no reference‖ (p. 338). Ochs (1992) further clarified that
some words and phrases directly refer a man or woman (i.e. mister and lady) while
others do not; however, these indirect words are so strongly associated with men or
women that they are socially understood to refer to a gender (i.e. speaking ―softly‖ like a
woman or ―harshly‖ like a man). Thus, paying attention to the indexical use of words
allows researchers to understand how a speaker constructs his/her identities in certain
ways. For example, a Christian American calling another person ―that Muslim‖ instead
of ―that American,‖ despite both being accurate, reveals the speaker‘s stance towards the
person who is referred; the former indexes the latter as more different than similar.
Under these understandings of linguistically constructing identity, studies have
been performed to examine how multilinguals construct their identities (e.g., Bailey,
2001; Gentil, 2005; Kramsch, 2000; Pavlenko & Lantolf, 2000). In addition, these
studies emphasize how multilinguals juggle different identities as they negotiate in
different contexts using their linguistic resources.

Identity Construction in Absentia
However, one‘s identity is not always constructed by themselves; in fact, other
people may perform this construction for the individuals (e.g. Mehan, 1996; Tardy &
Matsuda, 2009). In his essay on ideology and its own identity construction through the
actions of individuals, Althusser (1971) emphasized how people are constructed as
subjects by other people through discourse. Tardy and Matsuda (2009) conducted a
study that examined how editorial board members pondered the identities of authors of
anonymous texts and found that ―over 80% of participants [self-reported] that they had
speculated on or had a sense of the author when reading a blind manuscript‖ (p. 43).
Mehan (1996) examined how a student became discursively constructed as learning
disabled, in which the construction provided by the school psychologist gained primacy
over constructions by the student‘s teacher and mother. What is particularly notable was
the lack of agency by the student himself: ―The child is only represented in text. The only
way we gain access to the child is through textual representations of his interactions‖
(Mehan, 1996, p. 271). Thus, any investigation into identity construction should not only
rely on how individuals construct their identity but also pay attention to how others
perform this function.
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Spaces of Identity Construction
Spatial dimensions also must be considered concerning social identity
construction. Blommaert et al. (2005) asserted that ―context (including space) does
something to people when it comes to communicating. It organizes and defines
sociolinguistic regimes in which spaces are characterized by sets of norms and
expectations about communicative behavior – orders of indexicality‖ (p. 203, emphasis
in original). Online forums offer such unique spaces to investigate identity construction
as they are located outside traditional physical boundaries. For example, Matsuda
(2001) examined how a Japanese woman constructed her identity on an online journal,
noting that ―electronic media provide sites of discursive practices that have fewer social
and institutional constraints compared to print media‖ (p. 41). This statement implies
that online writing offers an unfiltered insight into the author‘s linguistic choices.
Furthermore, Tabouret-Keller (1997) claimed that ―to deal with language and identity,
we must rely only on language itself‖ (p. 321). This statement becomes especially
pertinent on online forums; in the absence of images, the text may be the only means to
construct identities. For example, in message boards, the format may only permit
words, yet distinct personalities may be crafted.

Multilingual Construction in Digital Spaces
A number of studies have examined multilingual identity construction on the
internet (e.g., Chen, 2013; Ke, 2016; Kim, 2016). For example, Chen (2013) studied how
multilingual speakers of English and Chinese constructed aspects of their identity on
social media, Kim (2016) observed how various users from around the world used both
English and Korean together on an online forum for Korean dramas, and Luzón (2018)
examined how members of Spanish research groups constructed an academic identity
on research blogs. However, these studies have mainly focused on how multilinguals
themselves construct their identities. Bearing in mind that social identities are
constructed not only from oneself but also by others about oneself, further investigation
is needed to understand how identity is constructed by oneself and by others, especially
in digital environments.
The research questions guiding this current study are the following:
1. How are multilingual speakers of English constructed in an online forum,
both by themselves and by those not identified as multilinguals?
2. How do those not identified as multilingual construct themselves in
relation to known multilinguals?
The next section will explain the methodology applied to address these questions.
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Methodology
Study Site
To examine how multilingual speakers of English constructed the identities in an
online forum, this study collected and analyzed three years of posts on ―General Middle
East Forum‖ under the category International Job Forums at the website Dave‘s ESL
café. The home page of Dave‘s EFL Café displays that the website is ―The Internet‘s
Meeting place for ESL + EFL teachers + students from around the World!‖ (Dave‘s ESL
Cafe, n.d.). One announcement at the top of the page by a moderator, Mr. Kalgushi,
states that ―this is a discussion forum and resource center for teachers and prospective
teachers from all over the world.‖ Thus, the members of the forum are assumed to be
connected to teaching in some capacity. All of the posts within this forum are freely
accessible to the public. Under the website menu ―Stuff for Teachers‖ is a link for
―International Job Forums.‖ What‘s worth noting is that Dave‘s EFL Café forbids racist
comments which can be seen from the website rule posted by Mr. Kalgushi: threads or
posts that contain racist comments or that aim only to bash a group or person will be
deleted…it is not acceptable to use your frustrations to bash an entire group or nation of
people (any group or any nation). In short, racism is not acceptable on this site.

Data Analysis
To answer the aforementioned research questions, only threads that mentioned
multilinguals in some capacity were collected and analyzed. Data was collected using a
time-based approach which is appropriate for large forums (Holtz, Kronberger, &
Wagner, 2012). In a three-year time period extending from November 1, 2017 back to
November 1, 2014, 32 threads containing 418 posts were collected and analyzed. An
inductive thematic analysis was then applied to this data (Braun & Clark, 2006). Each
post was then coded by hand; a distinct code could only appear once per post, though a
post could have multiple diverse codes. Codes were then aggregated into four distinct
themes; these themes with sample texts are presented in the results, which is the next
section.

Results
A total of 438 codes were created during the analysis. Outside of 166 coded
segments marked as miscellaneous, three major themes and one minor theme were
generated. Table 1 shows the major themes with the percentage of total codes falling
under each theme.
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Table 1
Major Themes and Minor Theme
Theme

Percentage

Essentialization of 62.3%
Multilinguals
Conflict

Examples
―Muslims themselves are the biggest victims of
their culture; the biggest reason the west needs to
try to support cultural changes in the region isn‘t
to lessen terrorist attacks in the West.‖
―As a Muslim American, I find myself more than a
little annoyed by your statements.‖

Validity of
Multilinguals
Conflict

22.4%

―I‘m hoping that my chances into the Middle East
may have improved as a subject teacher in 2ndary
ed. as opposed to a non-native speaker with a
Ph.D. looking for ESL jobs.‖
―being a non-native speaker with degrees
unrelated to TESOL or education won‘t get your
CV a second look for secondary school positions.‖

Hierarchies of
Language Conflict

10.3%

―It is precisely the fact that English is willing to
and is able to change and readily admits outside
elements that has propelled her (English) into its
(English) preeminent position in the world today‖

Teaching
Multilingual
Learners

4.1%

―use Arabic L1s as much as possible as the subject
of your assignments…consider the language
problems Arabic speakers encounter when
learning English.‖

These major themes take the form of ―conflicts of identity‖ on identity
constructions related to multilingualism: the essentialization of multilinguals, the
validity of multilingual teachers, and the hierarchies of language. The minor theme
pertains to the teaching of multilingual students. Each subheading below will present a
theme and contain selected texts pertaining to that theme. The epicene pronoun ―they‖
will be used to refer to users unless they self-identified as a particular gender, and their
usernames will be used to identify them.
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Conflict #1: The Essentialism of Multilinguals
The majority of codes (63.2 % of total relevant codes) are users‘ accounts of
groups as a whole, mostly native to countries in the Middle East but occasionally also
outside it. The conflict centers on whether these accounts are accurate and valid, as
indicated in the following thread entitled ―Do you have moral qualms about working in
the region?‖ started by a user lagringalindissima and then responded by user ryanlogic.

Thread 1:
User lagringalindissima: ―Others can call me ethnocentric and worse, but I have no
qualms at all stating that western culture isn‘t just ―different‖ than Middle
Eastern theocracies. it is better. Muslims themselves are the biggest victims of
their culture; the biggest reason the west needs to try to support cultural changes
in the region isn‘t to lessen terrorist attacks in the West. It is to support Afghan
girls who are forced to marry at age 10 by helping them get an education and have
a chance at a better life.
User ryanlogic: As a Muslim American, I find myself more than a little annoyed by your
statements. Afghan girls...are being forced to marry in a miserable attempt to
survive in a region that has been devastated by a PROXY WAR instigated and
facilitated by elitist ethnocentric a**holes who, like you, were convinced that
their culture was simply ―better…‖ I‘ll be the first to agree with you that the
muslim world needs better education, women‘s rights, along with a laundry list of
other things. But I know perfectly well that Islam doesn‘t have to go away in
order for those positive changes to occur.
In his thread, User lagringalindissima constructs a dichotomy between ―western
culture‖ and ―Middle Eastern theocracies‖; the latter indexes a region ruled by religious
control whereas the former lacks this reference. Subsequently, User lagringalindissima
supplies an evaluation: western culture is superior to Middle Eastern theocracies. The
user also implies that the culture shared by all Muslims harms them. Therefore, by
giving these Muslims a (Western) education, they will be saved. In this case, westerners
are not only constructed as superior but also saviors. However, User ryanlogic severely
debunks User lagringalindissima‘s statement. User ryanlogic begins by self-identifying
his multiple identities not only as a Muslim but also as American. Next, User ryanlogic
articulates that he is ―more than a little annoyed‖ by other users‘ identity construction of
Muslims. User ryanlogic then reframes the Afghan girls as victims not of their own
culture but also of ―a**holes‖. By comparing these ―a**holes‖ to User lagringalindissima,
who favors Western culture, User ryanlogic simultaneously reveals that ―a**holes‖ are
referring to other Western groups in the region, who are misaligned with the Muslims
and are positioned much lower than the Muslims.
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Thread 2:
In another thread about teachers returning from the Middle East, User
MuscatGary essentializes the Muslims as cheaters, which is opposed by another user
buravirgil.
User MuscatGary: in the [Middle East] cheating is endemic, I haven‘t encountered it in
any other non-muslim country to anywhere even close to the same extent. It‘s not
just in exams it‘s in all walks of life.‖
User buravirgil: MuscatGary‘s use of ―endemic‖ to characterize middle eastern culture
(people and their values) is poor – usually applied to a disease or condition and
plants and animals.‖
Rather than criticize User MuscatGary‘s assertion directly, User buravirgil makes the
indexical use of ―endemic‖ explicit for the forum, indicating that it is inappropriate for
humans.

Thread 3:
Other essentializations appear on the forum that specifically refer to students
within the region. In response to a news article about education in the Arab Gulf region,
User Gamajorba makes a series of statements responding to specific passages.
User Gamajorba: Unbelievable that they can even think Saudi education is BETTER
than the West…but they bring it upon themselves… Most students wouldn‘t be
able to hack more challenging courses to begin with… The Arabic way of studying
– just memorize as much as you can and pray that you get good marks…pathetic.
User nomad_soul (the original poster of the article): Your generalization that GCC
university students are unmotivated, incompetent, that they should suck it up… is
both ethnocentric and lazy thinking. Besides, your personal experience entailed
teaching Saudi soldiers and not university foundation year students. Those
stereotypes certainly don‘t describe the 18-20 year-old university students I
taught in Saudi Arabia, who were also taking coursework in physics, chemistry,
statistics, and calculus in English while attending my class.
Responding to Gamagorba‘s construction of Arab students as inferior, User nomad_soul
argues that there are differences between Arab student groups and provides evidence for
her students‘ diligence by listing their courses. Without giving specific examples of
individual students, User nomad_soul refuses to align with Gamagorba on the
essentialized qualities of Arab students as a whole.

Thread 4:
In the above threads, the Muslims are essentialized in an adverse way. However,
essentializations do not need to be negative. For instance, in one thread, Omanis are
described by several users as having positive traits.
User Ardiles81: Yes, Omanis lovely. Great to work with and teach. A thoroughly lovely
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place if a tad dull. The main obvious difference between them and their cousins in
the er…‘hood, is that they haven‘t had access to wheelbarrows full of free money;
and, poor souls, they have had to mostly work for a living rather than have
everything handed to them (preferably by some indentured labour/slave) on a
guilded plate. Had geology favoured them more, they may well have turned out as
pleasant to work with as some of their classy neighbours.
Although User Ardiles81 does not directly name the groups that are compared to the
Omanis, one can follow the indexes in this passage to find the answer. User Ardiles81‘s
use of ―cousins‖ and ―neighbors‖ suggests that other Gulf Arab nationalities are being
addressed. Though it is even more indirect, the negative evaluation is still manifested by
the indexical use of words. ―Hood‖ is a shortened form of the word neighborhood,
developed by American hip-hop artists, and ―signifies an isolated, marginalized, and
often-criminalized space‖ (Richardson & Skott-Myhre, 2012, p. 9). When applied to the
neighboring countries, the unsafe conditions of the ―hood‖ are implied to occur in these
countries as well. Thus, the claim that these other countries are ―classy‖ and ―pleasant to
work with‖ can be interpreted as sarcasm.

Thread 5:
Essentializations are even applied to other users who are not marked as
multilinguals. A user named AussieGus starts a thread inquiring about jobs in the
Middle East. User nomad_soul suggests that AussieGus‘s lack of credentials would
make a job search difficult in the area.
User AussieGus: How come they can afford to be so fussy regarding teachers‘ credentials
and experiences when the [Middle East] is the most oppressive, inhospitable,
intolerant, and generally awful region on earth? You‘d think they‘d take anyone
with a pulse who can string a couple of words together. Ridiculous.
User nomad_soul: not everyone feels the way you do, nor do your stereotypes portray an
accurate (and fair) picture of the entire [Middle East and North Africa]. By the
way, I‘ve lived just fine in four Mid East countries so far, including Saudi Arabia,
and I‘m a single female.
Again, as on other threads, nomad_soul refuses to align with other people‘s
construction of multilinguals in the Middle East. User AussieGus then replies with a
post that was later removed by the moderators; this post was the only removed post
within the data searched. As archived by user spiral78, User AussieGus wrote:
Obviously my Aussie satire was lost on you so you must be a Yank (I was only
kidding about the blonde hair and blue eyes). The fact that you thought I was serious is a
real worry. Did you mention you were a single female? No surprises there.
User AussieGus references a previous post he made which claimed he was
―entitled to a job in a desert wasteland‖ because he had ―blonde hair, blue eyes and [is] a
native speaker,‖ to which User nomad_soul claims ―counts for nothing in this part of
world.‖ In the removed post, AussieGus makes several claims about User nomad_soul‘s
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identities—being a ―Yank‖ [American] is deemed to be deficient in understanding
linguistic codes in Australian humor, which is ―a real worry,‖ and being a single female
is associated with being unpleasant.
The first theme has shown through linguistic analysis that users at the examined
online forum tend to describe the identities of multilingual individuals (and even each
other) in essentializing terms. The next theme will show how individuals that identified
as multilingual users of English construct themselves and others.

Conflict #2: The Validity of Multilingual Teachers
The second theme, containing 22.4 % of the total relevant codes, involves
multilingual speakers of English who desire to teach English in the Middle East. The
conflict arising in this theme is whether multilingual individuals who acquire English
later in life are suitable to teach English in the region.
One user, van_6000, self-identified as a Greek citizen, asks for advice on whether
they would be able to teach in ―private international junior/high schools in the Middle
East.‖ User van_6000 then lists several of their qualifications, such as having a
doctorate in History obtained in the United Kingdom and currently teaching subjects
such as ―History, Geography, American Civics, Literature, and ESL‖ at a private school
in Taiwan.

Thread 6:
User van_6000: I‘m hoping that my chances into the Middle East may have improved
as a subject teacher in 2ndary ed. as opposed to a non-native speaker with a
Ph.D. looking for ESL jobs.
User nomad_soul: being a non-native speaker with degrees unrelated to TESOL or
education won‘t get your CV a second look for secondary school positions.
User Arenta: it is possible to get a teaching position (maybe difficult teaching English as
a non-native speaker) in the [Middle East] in a subject area like history,
particularly as you have a degree from an English peaking [sic] country. This
shows you have competence in the language.
User van_6000 directly contrasts the subject ―subject teacher‖ with the subject ―nonnative speaker.‖ By implying that the latter is no longer valid, User van_6000 reveals
the fluid and unstable nature of identity suggested in the literature review. However, the
responses to User van_6000 are mixed. Despite User van_6000‘s attempt to move out
of their old identity, User nomad_soul re-subjects van_6000 as a ―non-native speaker‖
of English and implies that it is a handicapped identity. While supportive, User Arenta‘s
logic can be deconstructed. As an abstract concept, a country itself cannot speak
(Anderson, 2006). Only the people that consider themselves a part of a country speak a
language. Furthermore, not all people in a country speak the same language, including
the United States.
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Thread 7:
Likewise, another user, nnest, identifies himself as a Russian citizen, wondering
if it is ―hopelessly naïve‖ to find a job in Iraq or Afghanistan.
User nnest: I don't know anything about the Middle East—other than the fact that the
region is one of the largest producers of dead human bodies.
User hash: Really? That‘s odd because newspapers world-wide carry daily stories about
hordes of your countrymen (ooops…countrypersons) doing their thing in Syria
which is, of course, a Middle Eastern country. Perhaps you should seek work
there….. not teaching English, but teaching Russian…you might have better luck
there…. До свидания! [Goodbye!]
Actually, User nnest‘s claim of ignorance about the Middle East is questionable as an
internet search would provide an abundant amount of information on the region.
Therefore, one might view this as an attempt at alignment with the other users of the
forum by applying Goffman‘s (1959) performance theory. By providing this essentialist
statement, User nnest performs the social identity that other users construct through
broad essentialisms.
In reference to User nnest‘s professed ignorance about the Middle East, User
hash switches to Russian at the end of his response. This switch should be noted
because it is one of the only instances of code switching out of all the posts included in
this study. However, this switch is almost certainly not done to relate to User nnest.
Rather, the use of Russian appears to index the other user‘s social identity as a Russian
citizen. This is reinforced by User hash‘s mention of User nnest‘s ―countrymen…doing
their thing in Syria.‖ Another user, cartago, provides the interpretation for this
statement later in the thread: ―So because Russia is a big player in the Syrian civil way
that means all of its citizens must know about the Middle East including job prospects
there?‖ User hash essentializes Russians as being involved in other wars. User nnest is
implicated in these conflicts and told that they should not teach English in this region.
Thus, the attempt by User nnest at linguistically identifying with the forum users is
denied by User hash.
This second theme has shown that multilingual users of English have attempted
to prove their worth as teachers of English. The next theme discusses how users who are
not identified as multilinguals compare the English language with Arabic.

Conflict #3: Hierarchies of Language
A third theme covering 10.3% of the relevant codes involves languages
themselves. Discussion on languages in the forum focuses on the value of other
languages, such as Arabic, when compared to English.

Thread 8:
For example, in response to an article posted by User nomad_soul, discussing
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grammatical gender in Arabic, User hash writes:
It is precisely the fact that English is willing to and is able to change and readily
admits outside elements that has propelled her (English) into its (English)
preeminent position in the world today…it is precisely the fact that Arabic refuses
to change that has kept Middle Eastern countries in an underdeveloped state.
Language and culture is a two-way street. Each element is a reflection of the
other and they both influence each other…it is Arabic, not English that should be
pitied.
User hash‘s use of the feminine pronoun (as well as neuter) to name English treats the
language as if it is a living being. By contrast, the lack of pronouns to similarly name
Arabic renders it as inhuman, placing Arabic in a subordinate status to English. In so
doing, User hash evaluates English as possessing human qualities and as something a
human can align with, while regards Arabic as something that may harm a person if
people are to learn it as another language since ―they both influence each other.‖
In another thread, User hash deems a news article on Arabic becoming a
necessary language to learn in order to become employed in the future as ―a masterpiece
of utter fantasy…another laughable example of what passes for reality in some parts of
the world.‖ By evaluating the need to learn Arabic as a fantasy, User hash, again,
misaligns with the language, positioning it as inferior. In the same thread, User
nomad_soul posts another article that discusses ―why Arabic should be taught in UK
schools.‖

Thread 9:
Upon researching that, the author, Anthony Calderbank, is a ―respected
translator,‖ User hash responds:
In light of these revelations, I would like to say that I respect his achievements
and that my comments were not meant to disparage his accomplishments in this
field. However, I still disagree with the main idea and some of the details of his
essay provided above by Nomad Soul.
User hash‘s switch to respect for another person learning Arabic seems unusual given
hash‘s open disdain for the language. While not aligning with Calderbank, User hash
evaluates the author as accomplished, positioning the author in a high status. The name
Anthony Calderbank indexes a likely Anglo ethnicity. Hence, User hash may be inclined
to respect an individual coming from a country associated with a prestige variety of
English.
The third theme discussed the conflict around the necessity for English
monolinguals to learn Arabic. A final theme in the following section discusses the role of
teachers in the Middle East.

The Teaching of Multilingual Students
The remaining 4.1% of codes discuss specific teaching strategies for multilingual
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students. User nomad_soul recommends to a student working on their Masters in
TESOL to ―use Arabic L1s as much as possible as the subject of your
assignments…consider the language problems Arabic speakers encounter when learning
English.‖ By providing these instructions, User nomad_soul simultaneously constructs
herself as possessing multiple identities as a teacher with experience in the region, a
scholar with experiences in course assignments, and a mentor for those seeking help on
the forum.
Thread 10:
Another user, BocaNY, asks for advice in order to help a ―beginner ELL‖ Yemeni
student who was in middle school. User Icanupp1964 offers this narrative:
When I first went to Japan, I was given lessons (handouts, books) based on what
the average Japanese pre-school student (around 3-4 years old) would do in
class. I kept at it until I ―passed‖ pre-school. It was silly and boring, but I learned.
Teach the basics. Teach them over and over again until he gets it. You don‘t need
to know where he come from in order to ―reach him.‖ Great teachers inspire.
User Icanupp1964 gives a story that recounts his own identity as a multilingual learning
Japanese and the struggle he went through in order to align with the Yemeni student
and demonstrate that learning can occur at any stage. User Icanupp1964 then requests
the other user to perform the identity of teacher. By requesting User BocaNY to ―teach
the basics…over and over until he gets it,‖ User Icanupp1964 places responsibility on
teachers to make sure that their students acquire language skills.
These were the themes generated to interpret and analyze the threads on the
forum. The discussion will now offer a few brief comments and suggestions for further
research and teaching.

Discussion
With respect to the first research question, ―How are multilingual speakers of
English constructed in an online forum, both by themselves and by those not identified
as multilingual?‖; the data on the forums suggests that on the one hand, multilinguals
acquiring English are constructed by the broad, essentializing language of users on the
forums. Users tend to describe their students or even whole ethnic groups as possessing
identical traits. Furthermore, the forum users evaluate and compare these ethnic groups
with each other; this tactic is very similar to van Dijk‘s (1991) analysis of how a British
newspaper compares ethnic minorities in the United Kingdom. However, the users on
the online forum step in to deny the validity of these traits. On the other hand,
multilinguals construct themselves as needing approval from other users on the forum
in order to be accepted as teachers. Consequently, the multilingual individual‘s status as
a person who acquired English later in life is weighed against their qualifications.
Regarding the second research question, ―How do those not identified as
multilingual construct themselves in relation to known multilinguals?‖; the conflict over
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the value of languages becomes especially relevant. Lippi-Green‘s (1997) language
subordination model describes how members of a dominant group claim authority over
a language; these members also mock the language use of groups deemed as
subordinate. The data from this study supports this model. Discussions on the forum
tend to devalue Arabic and praise English. Thus, the users who primarily speak English
imply that there is no necessity of further developing multilingual skills; English
monolingualism is satisfactory, perhaps even necessary to avoid the contaminating
influences of other languages. Furthermore, only a small percentage of posts directly
constructs the users as teachers. As suggested by the first theme, most users construct
their own identity by leaving themselves undefined by the traits that they claimed other
groups possess. This identity construction aligns with Goffman‘s (1968) notion that
people construct themselves as normal primarily by constructing others as abnormal.
On performing a content or thematic analysis, Pavlenko (2007) requested ―the
analyst to consider not only what was said or written but also what was omitted and
why‖ (p. 174). A glaring absence becomes evident from the online forums: there were no
users that overtly identified themselves as Middle Eastern multilingual users of English.
This omission is not unexpected; the forum is designated as a space for teachers
interested in or already teaching English in the Middle East. However, the interactional
space of online forums complicates this designation: the de jure readers are other
teachers, but the audience for the forum are de facto anyone. As Bucholtz and Hall
(2004) asserted,
speakers who resist, subvert, or otherwise challenge existing linguistic and social
norms are vital to the theoretical understanding of identity as the outcome of
agency, through which language users creatively respond to and interrogate
social constraints they cannot disregard or dismantle (p. 373).
However, how can social norms about multilingual users of English be contested if those
users are not present to contest them? The existing literature mainly has focused on the
agency multilingual speakers of English have in constructing their own identities in a
digital space, often in a positive light (e.g., Chen, 2013; Kim, 2016; Luzón, 2018).
However, this current study illustrates that when multilingual learners do not have
agency over their own identity construction in a digital space, their constructed
identities are inferred as inferior to Western, monolingual speakers of English.
Furthermore, the posts that were analyzed do not fade away as in oral communication.
Therefore, any construction of identities becomes enshrined on the site, to be viewed
again, and again, ad infinitum. As discussed earlier, Mr. Kalgushi from the Dave Café
assures forum users that posts denigrating entire groups of people would be deleted.
However, given the multiple posts that provided negative, essentializing descriptions of
entire groups of people, this rule appears to have been ignored, although a few of these
threads were locked to prevent further users from commenting.
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Limitations, Future Research and Applications
The limitation of this study is that none of the users were interviewed by the
researcher, so their intended meaning may have been different. However, this study did
not concern itself on what the user truly meant; rather, this study analyzed users‘ texts
as distinct artifacts.
For future studies, longer periods of time can be analyzed within an online forum,
or multiple forums can be compared with each other. While future researchers may be
tempted to ask individuals on forums why they wrote a certain post, the value of this
approach is debatable given that posts can extend back years; the individual may not
remember why they posted an item. Identities change over time; posts are permanent
unless edited or removed.
For application in classrooms, instructors of English language learners can use
these forums as topics of discussion on the validity of these identity constructions,
provided that the students feel comfortable addressing some of the harsher criticisms.
Students can write sample essays in response to the allegations presented on the forum,
both to develop writing skills as well as provide a way to regain a sense of control over
their own identity. Finally, teachers in training can be shown these forums in order to
reflect on what identities they themselves may construct if they choose to participate on
online forums in the future. Hopefully, these identities will align with their professional
identity as an instructor of English.
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Introduction
I have written many persuasive argument papers in my educational journey and
have taught that mode of argument for years in my own composition courses. My
experience likely mirrors that of other composition teachers due to the emphasis on
persuasive argumentation that has dominated public and academic discourse in the
West since the classical era. Fleming (2014) suggests that rhetoric, classically defined, is
―a discipline developed to help people compose, deliver, and respond to public
discourse‖ and as such ―Rhetoric makes argumentation the heart of public life, but it
orients that activity to the goal of persuasion‖ (p. 249). In its classic formulation,
persuasive argumentation serves the polis, though Socrates was famously suspicious of
persuasion since it is not inherently tied to truth. In the present day, argumentation
theorist Raphaël Micheli (2012), surveying the three main English-speaking camps
within argumentation studies, the pragma-dialectical, the informal logic, and the NeoRhetorical, claims that the three camps agree on a persuasive definition of
argumentation in at least three ways: ―they assume that (i) argumentation is a finalized
verbal activity, that (ii) this activity aims to produce an effect on the addressee and that
(iii) this effect fundamentally consists of change of attitude in the addressee with
respect to a viewpoint‖ (p. 117). Duffy (2012) sees first-year composition as the quite
possibly the only or main place to instantiate the mental disciplines and rhetorical skills
of persuasive dialogue in today’s students. In a similar vein, Fleming (2014) positions
the first-year writing course as a place to teach conflict management and dialogue,
making these the centerpiece of a working model of argumentation instruction (p. 260).
Like Duffy, his concern is with the first-year writing course as a place set aside for
students to learn how to argue and engage with others ethically, reasonably, and
democratically.
Yet the persuasive purpose for argumentation, however engaged and democratic
its aims, can limit the potential ways in which argumentation is defined and taught.
Without doubt, the persuasive purpose of argumentation is relevant in a democratic
society, but allowing for only a singular purpose of argumentation ignores the work
done by scholars who advance a non-persuasive definition of argumentation. By
exploring these alternate purposes for argument within the classroom, composition
instructors can open argumentative spaces for students thereby enacting a more fullydeveloped theory of argumentation. These non-persuasive purposes of argumentation,
centered on dialogue with the audience, the author’s self-aware perspective, the
text/mode of argument, and cultural- or community-derived purposes for
argumentation, are the focus of this article, along with classroom applications of these
ideas.
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The Persuasive Purpose of Argumentation Critiqued
Before exploring these alternate purposes, however, it is important to consider
problems with the persuasive purpose of argumentation if it is the only purpose of
argumentation at work in the classroom. Argumentation theorist Raphaël Micheli
(2012) notes that persuasion alone does not account for all that goes into the
construction of arguments since the persuasive definition of argumentation is both
―excessively restrictive‖ and ―excessively large‖. By ―excessively restrictive,‖ he means
that in the numerous discourses in which argumentation plays a role, not all of them
feature persuasion as a purpose or product: ―it is uncertain that arguers always aim for a
persuasive effect. It is even less certain that they indeed manage to produce such as
effect. Persuasion . . . seems then insufficiently manifest to be legitimately established as
a defining criterion in the notion of argumentation‖ (p. 120). In terms of being
―excessively large‖, Micheli (2012) points out that persuasion taken in a large sense can
mean utterances that are ―banally informative‖ if persuasion means only to ―alter the
mental conceptions of others with respect to a specific topic‖ (p. 122). For instance, an
utterance such as ―It is eight o’clock‖ which seeks to alter another’s mental conception of
the time of day, is in one sense persuasive. This trivial use of persuasion shows that the
term argumentation needs precise definition in terms of its purpose in any given
rhetorical situation.
Another problem with the persuasive definition of argumentation is that it is
problematic in terms of imperfect definitions of success. Consider a rhetorical situation
in which one sought to persuade another of a specific view on a controversial topic, but
the other person was not persuaded. Does this mean that the argumentation failed
because its persuasive aim failed? This seems an unwarranted connection since we
sometimes think that our argument was compelling, but the audience missed its force.
Or one might be content with having clearly delivered a claim and its support in spite of
an interlocutor continuing with his or her original view. This shows that other aims
besides mere persuasion are at play within argumentation. In short, it is unwarranted to
define successful argumentation only in terms of a persuaded audience.
Though the persuasive definition of argumentation has been challenged within
rhetoric-composition, classroom instruction on argumentation has often ignored this
fact. A. Abby Knoblauch (2011), in surveying the teaching of argumentation in leading
composition textbooks, notes an ―ossification‖ whereby ―our textbooks continue to
privilege a limited definition of argument‖ that is mostly persuasive (pp. 263-264). In
Knoblauch’s view, argumentative rhetoric as embodied in classroom textbooks is in
something of a limbo between recognition of alternate aims for argumentation besides
persuasion while still privileging traditional persuasive argumentation.
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Alternate Argumentative Purposes and Their Classroom
Applications
The composition instructor is not without assistance in exploring alternate aims
for argumentation, however. As far back as the 1950s, scholars have developed other
purposes for argumentation and in some cases, they have suggested ideas for classroom
applications of those alternate purposes. One way they have done this is by re-focusing
the argumentative task on the audience in a unique way. Perelman and OlbrechtsTyteca’s (1958) La Nouvelle Rhetorique (The New Rhetoric), re-directed the
argumentative task to communicating authorial perspective to a specific, local audience
rather than conveying timeless truths to a general audience. Their work made audience
rather than persuasion the focus of argumentation (Fleming, 2014, p. 257). In a similar
mode, Richard Young, Alton Becker, and Kenneth Pike adapted Carl Rogers’ ideas for
rhetorical purposes in Rhetoric: Discovery and Change, published in 1970. A specific
approach to audience emerged from their presentation of Rogers’ ideas, one that sought
to bridge gaps between arguer and audience through building consensus and finding
common ground.
In the 1990s, Foss and Griffin (1995) expanded on this approach by advancing a
feminist critique of a persuasive definition of argumentation, claiming that it betrays a
patriarchal bias in argumentation. They characterized persuasion as a desire to change
others, which belies a desire for domination and control (p. 3). In place of persuasion,
Foss and Griffin (1995) offered an ―invitational rhetoric‖ based in the feminist values of
―equality, immanent value, and self-determination‖ (p. 4). This concept of invitation or
argumentation as dialogue between arguer and audience came to full fruition in
Goshgarian and Krueger’s (2012) characterization of argumentation as a rhetorical
space to ―listen to each other’s concerns and respond in a thoughtful way‖, which they
describe as a precondition of change (p. 5).
Fleming (2014) presents an interesting pedagogical approach that builds on the
idea of argument as dialogue. He treats his classroom as a deliberative body where each
student possesses a vote. After posing a problem, he asks students to defer positiontaking as he provides sources and evidence on various sides of the issue. Next, he sets up
an in-class debate and asks the class to vote on their position on the issue before having
individual students write a paper supporting or dissenting from the group’s majority
viewpoint (pp. 260-261). Argumentative writing in this mode balances between a
dialogic orientation and a self-explanatory and –exploratory space where students
enunciate their own ideas.
I have also explored this dialogic rhetorical space in the first-year composition
sequence by focusing on exploring others’ perspectives, a notion latent in the concept of
authentic dialogue. To accomplish this, I introduce a controversial topic and provide
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readings and video on the topic. Then, I assign a self-exploration paper in which I ask
students to discuss what they find persuasive/attention-getting/significant from the
sources I provided, without a view to persuading others. Next, I assign a reflection paper
on what a specific, student-designated audience might find persuasive by reflecting on
the values, socio-cultural norms, and needs of that audience. The aim of this paper is to
raise metacognitive awareness of the intended audience, a pre-condition of dialogue[1].
I have stopped at this point and moved on to other assignments, but in some cases I
have assigned a traditional persuasive research paper as a capstone to this authorperspective/audience-perspective sequence. I have found students employing a more
subtle, ethically-grounded argumentation in the traditional research essay after
assigning the previous papers in this sequence.
Another way to approach non-persuasive argumentation instead of focusing on
audience is to focus on the author. An aim of argumentation besides persuasion may be
a self-aware adherence to one’s own prima facie responsibility to reason well and
ethically. Some epistemologists have posited that there is a deontological obligation in
relation to reasoning and belief formation, that beliefs are not just private (though they
begin that way), and that society as a whole is invested in private beliefs since they
become the basis for social actions. W.K. Clifford’s famed 1876 pronouncement that ―it
is wrong always, everywhere, and for anyone, to believe anything upon insufficient
evidence‖ can be taken as a representation of confident modernistic intellectual
posturing, but it can also be seen in another light, as an appeal to something intrinsic
about reasoning beings, that since we can reason, we should do so well. The prima facie
responsibility to reason well relates to the task of argumentation by providing a
rhetorical space to lay out reasoning chains in a way that allows for reflection,
exploration, and modification.
I have applied this idea by offering a form of non-persuasive argumentation to
my students that I term apologia. Greek rhetoricians from Plato and Isocrates to
Aristotle defined apologia in a legal sense, as a defense against an accusation in a public
forum. Yet, the term can be used alternately. Apologia (ἀπολογία) derives from the root
word apologos (ἀπόλογος), which means ―story.‖ Argument in this light is
defensive/explanatory rather than offensive/persuasive; it seeks to tell a ―story‖ of
wrestling with a specific topic. It is related to Clifford’s obligation to reason well and
exists in a private space where one seeks to examine, solidify, modify, augment, and
even reject one’s own claims.
Davis & Shadle (2000) discuss a similar idea in their concept of a ―personal
research paper‖ (p. 429) and a research essay in a ―Montaignian sense of attempting,
wondering‖ (p. 430). Their approach to non-persuasive, author-centered argumentation
is built on their critique of a modernist paradigm of ―detachment, objectivity, and pure
reflection.‖ They envision research and argumentation in composition courses as an
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―open exploration‖ of claims which will ―allow writers to examine a range of viewpoints,
but without forcing them to adopt a single position to defend‖ (p. 429).
Allowing for argumentative purposes that focus on the author also creates a space
for cultural and community approaches to argumentation that differ from traditional
Western argumentation practices. Plantin (2012) suggests an approach where
communities decide the intended purposes and effects of argumentation in their own
epistemologies (p. 83), necessitating a rhetorical space that honors these practices.
Decades of research on contrastive rhetoric have created a fund of knowledge on the
approaches to various rhetorical tasks from those of a variety of communities, identities,
and cultures.[2] In fact, many cultures do place other aims prior to or in place of
persuasion in argumentation (Rocci, 2006, p. 435). This realization allows instructors to
apply other metrics in assessing effective argumentation besides just an assessment of
persuasive value. Options for translanguaging and codemeshing abound within this
argumentative space. I have found that offering this argumentative space to students as
a valued approach to the argumentative task requires me to do the same genre and
rhetorical analysis on examples of these texts that I do on the other modes of
argumentation I discuss in the classroom. Freeing students to find their own purpose
and voice as an arguer has proven in my experience to draw reluctant writers into the
classroom and empower them to authentically argue in modes they recognize and value.
Moving beyond a focus on audience and author, the embodied aspects of media
and texts, when brought into the orbit of purposes affecting argumentation, can shift
argumentative purpose and focus to the ways that argument is made or advanced. The
varied aims, methods, forms, and purposes of multiwriting[3] and multimodal writing
come into play here. By exploring visual argument and New Media approaches to
argumentation, I have seen students find delightfully creative spaces that expose how
persuasion is advanced in fields such as marketing, social media, and mass media. I
have had students create arguments in various and mixed modalities as well. Bickmore
& Christiansen (2010) note that the varied genres, media, and rhetorical voices at work
within such writing can threaten those concerned with traditional writing instruction,
necessitating that writing instructors ―develop their own rhetorical imaginations—to
envision a piece of writing in a setting beyond the classroom and to appreciate what,
exactly, the student writer aims to be doing in that setting with the piece of writing he or
she has made‖ (p. 240). They suggest that instructors respond to boundary-pushing and
–hopping approaches through ―rich response‖ (p. 238), opening themselves to students’
own conceptions of purpose, form, and argumentation.
Finally, using a non-persuasive definition of argumentation, options are available
to scaffold argumentation instruction toward the traditional persuasive research essay
through what I term pre-persuasive discourse. Rhetorical modes in this type of
argumentation include examination of the burden of proof, reflection on the nature and
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amount of evidence needed to ground assent, question-deepening, and framing[4].
Some controversial issues (such as the existence of deity, for instance) are often beset by
wrangling over who possesses the burden of proof. I have assigned a reflective paper on
this very issue before, terming the assignment an examination of the burden of proof.
This pre-argumentative investigation is intended to deepen reflection on where evidence
is needed, the exact nature of the claim(s) being made, and who should provide the
evidence needed. When writing a Reflection on the nature and amount of evidence
needed to ground assent, students examine their beliefs and how they are
(un)grounded. I ask students to reflect on epistemological concerns of the types of
evidence needed for different types of claims, how much evidence is needed, and how
thorough/representative it must be to ground assent. Another pre-persuasive mode is
suggested by Plantin (2012), question-deepening (p. 90). He notes that sometimes
argumentation can produce ―new questions and problems‖ and can aim at a ―fruitful
deepening of our disagreements,‖ the exact reverse of persuasion. He argues that such a
view is a necessary concomitant of the realization that ―we live in a post-persuasion era
in which disagreement . . . is the normal and healthy state of human communities‖
(Plantin, 2012, p. 90). In a question-deepening rhetorical mode, the student posits
questions regarding evidence, claims made, how evidence is gathered, who possesses
bias, and other concerns. Similarly, in a framing mode, also noted by Plantin (2012, p.
94), a student builds cognitive complexity of other approaches to a controversial issue.
Using this mode, I have asked students to journal on seemingly surprising frames of
reference. For instance, when discussing immigration, I might assign a journal on how a
cattle rancher in Colorado might view this issue. Or I might ask students to write on how
a Native American might view the issue of military defense. Even while noting the very
real danger of stereotyping with this assignment, I have found that this rhetorical mode
can complicate students’ thinking and build empathy, leading to more sensitive,
sophisticated persuasive writing.

Conclusion
Undoubtedly, persuasion is important in our society. As Plantin (2012) avers,
―Persuasion is one of the great forces of the modern world‖ (p. 90), and no theory of
argumentation is complete without this as a potential purpose in argumentative writing.
Yet, a theory without alternate ends to argumentation is incomplete. Unfortunately,
argumentation as taught in most composition textbooks has often inculcated this
narrowed view of argumentation, limiting access to the rich rhetorical spaces available
for those who have non-persuasive purposes in mind. Our pedagogy as composition
instructors will be enriched as we ask students to self-consciously choose their purposes
just as we ask them to think through issues of audience, context, form, and reasoning
style, thereby engaging the full gamut of considerations they need to be effective, aware,
and engaged crafters of arguments.
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